Beat: Sports

FRANCE QUALIFIES IN QUARTER OF FINAL BY BEGINNING BRAZIL SCORING
2/1 IN LE HAVRE
FOR WOMEN WORLD CUP 2019
Paris, Washington DC, 24.06.2019, 03:08 Time
USPA NEWS - The French women qualified for the quarter-finals of the Women's World Cup after their victory over Brazil (2-1)
in overtime, thanks to goals from Gauvin and Henry. The France / Brasil match took place tonight in Le Havre, (Northern
France) at the Oceane stadium, where Premier Edouard Philippe and Tony Parker, the French basketball champion, were
present. The stake is very important because it will die the team that will play against either Spain or the USA, (The favorites)
Friday, June 28 at the Parc des Princes in Paris as part of Quarter Finals of the Feminine World Cup . The match France
Bresil ended with a score of 2/1 for France following extra time of twice 15 minutes of play ... thus avoiding the extra shots on
goal ... Indeed, qualification of the Blue, French team was both painful and full of suspense, by the blows and stops of games,
related to the intensity of the Brazilian players, very offensive, even aggressive ...
A QUALIFICATION OBTAINED AFTER A LONG SUPSENSE UP TO 107 MINUTE WITH EXTENSION
The France / Brasil match took place tonight in Le Havre, (Northern France) at the Oceane stadium, where Premier Edouard
Philippe and Tony Parker, the French basketball champion, were present. The stake is very important because it will die the
team that will play against either Spain or the USA, (The favorites) Friday, June 28 at the Parc des Princes in Paris as part of
Quarter Finals of the Feminine World Cup . The match France Bresil ended with a score of 2/1 for France following extra time
of twice 15 minutes of play ... thus avoiding the extra shots on goal ...
Indeed, qualification of the Blue, French team was both painful and full of suspense, by the blows and stops of games, related
to the intensity of the Brazilian players, very offensive, even aggressive ...
From the second period less closed, ran off mainly thanks to Virginie Gauvin allowed to open the qualification to the Blue duo
thanks to a magnificent pass from Kadi Diani in the 52nd minute. And then, there was the first goal of Virginia Gauvin who was
rejected by the Canadian referee, because it took place simultaneously with a clash with the Brazilian goaltender Barbara and
the French striker Virginie Gauvin. This did not stop the French to regain hope and return the situation in the second half,
scoring their second goal, arque by Virginie Gauvin, once again ... This first goal was very quickly French equalized on the
Brazilian side , by the goal achieved by the Brazilian player Thaisi. either at the 64th minute of play ...

From the second period less closed, ran off mainly thanks to Virginie Gauvin allowed to open the qualification to the Blue duo
thanks to a magnificent pass from Kadi Diani in the 52nd minute. And then, there was the first goal of Virginia Gauvin who was
rejected by the Canadian referee, because it took place simultaneously with a clash with the Brazilian goaltender Barbara and
the French striker Virginie Gauvin. This did not stop the French to regain hope and return the situation in the second half,
scoring their second goal, arque by Virginie Gauvin, once again ... This first goal was very quickly French equalized on the
Brazilian side , by the goal achieved by the Brazilian player Thaisi. either at the 64th minute of play ...
The "Bleues" team will have to intensify especially if they play Friday against the USA, and / or Spain anyway to hope to reach
the semifinal and dream of the final in their host country.--------------------------------------------------------------------------After this equalization, the two teams were observed and it was not until the extension for the game to get carried away. Just
before the break, the player Griedge Mbock saves the Blue on her line by preventing the powerful shot of the Brazilian player
Debinha who almost scored in the nets of French goalkeeper Sara Mohaddi. A few minutes later, in the 107th minute) before
the French captain, Amandine Henry brings the blow of bitch by scoring the second goal, allowing the Blue to qualify for the
quarter-finals, with the help of a good volley. felt on a free kick from the player Amel Majri.---------------------------------------The "Bleue"s now have five days to recover from a physical point of view and keep on mental that is very solid, before playing
and try to reseat their quarter-final on Friday night at the Parc des Princes, facing Spain or face so in the United States.
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